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At long last the dissertation was fin:~ 
and handed in, the end of a soggy, boring drag . 
had pulverized the history of revolution in Ec'~-~~~ 
into scholastic dust, and my history advisors a
Columbia nodded wise approval, very thorough aL~ 
worthy of their Ph.D. Dust to dust, that was c
personal epitaph on the tome . Starting with ex
citement, the work had somehow bogged down in _= 
fact and ended up as more pallid spawn of acad 
The act of scholarship per se just didn ' t bal~ ~ 
on the day's scales against the weight of need. 
group of us graduate students had had a nasty r_ 
with the department chairman and dean in an at~
to have Columbia accept some practical work tow~~. 
our degrees. Two of my friends had left for gc_
sick of footnotes and course distribution. The 
year before I had dropped out to work in a stee: 
mill and later returned to Manhattan's canyons 
dusty stacks and overheated classrooms, to end_
disputation and juggling of fact. By June the ~ 
and books had squeezed me into a juiceless pel~=
with hardly life enough to flee the crowd. Ed~ ~ 
with capital E, disillusioned with capital D. 

I ran north in an old Studebaker, up 
Hudson, past the Catskills, left into the Moha ~ 
Valley, skirting the southern Adirondacks, cro ~~ 
the St. Lawrence at Cornwall, still north thro -=
Ottawa, up to the great central woodland of no 
Ontario that stretches from Lake Huron to the s~ 
water of James and Hudson's Bays. At the town 
North Bay on the old fur route to the west I s-
to buy some necessities for survival in the C~L:~~ 
wilds, and then further north on the trans Cana~
Htghway . . At Biscotasing the maples were just 
Ilng thelr leaves, changing the somber gray of 
into yellow green lace. At a B-A service stat· __ 
I noticed among the idlers a local woodsman, Pe~= 
by name, whom I had known during summers on Ge _=-~ 
Bay as a handyman and guide. It turned out he -
between jobs and planning to go by canoe to che ~ 
his trapping grounds on the headwaters of the ft~ 
Yes , I could come along; so I offered to buy t he 
food. He seemed glad to see me in the shy way -
out-of-doors people. I guess I had earned his ----
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those summers ago. 

As I stand reading here tonight, I know 
that this trip into the waters and bush of the 
north was part flight from disenchantment and part 
search for stout values , but at the time I felt 
only excitement and fun. I will not ti:e you with 
a detailed log . We covered the g round ln proper 
time and without extraordinary incident. Hard work 
and discomfort aplenty, but the expected rewards 
were there, wild beauty, primal solitude, the flush 
of physical achievement. Why does modern man with 
all divilization at his fingertips seek solace in 
wilderness and hardship, and why did I during that 
particular June? I have wondered why and still don't 
know, but perhaps the answer lies shrouded in those 
pungent sensations of' the trip which linger yet 
alive--not memories of sunsets nor campfires, not 
waterfalls--oh yes, many of these traditional de
lights we savored but the imprint of their beauties 
fades among the vivid hues of other dominant scenes. 
Some of these may suggest an answer. 

The first day led our canoe for two hours 
up a winding, narrowing river until a small waterfall 
f orced us ashore and spared me further a gony. By 
then my shoulders ached and my bottom burned . MY 
legs were numb beneath the seat, and they behaved 
miserably going ashore. They misjudged the innocent 
face of a round rock, and finding slipper y deceit 
instead of honest footing, they shot outwards, 
leaving me back side down in a foot of muddy water. 
Good beginning for the wise Ph.D. from Columbia . 
Sickly grin of humiliation (what else) giving way 
to belly laugh of absurdity . Hot and tired, I 
s imply sat there in the muck, at once chastened and 
so othed. I longed for a few teas ing remarks from 
Pe te, a comradly absolution, but he said nothing. 
He furiously set about making tea, strong and thrice 
boiled . This stiffened and restored a limp and sodden 
me , at last cleansed by baptism of Manhattan ' s soot 
and sin. 

"No use following this river any longer. 
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It's rock and white water on up above. We 'll 
into a small lake. Take it easy. Probably be 
windfalls across the trail . A bad storm this 
He paused for my unstated query . "Only a mile. 
My eyes brightened, "and most of it up ," he sn~ 

Pete started a.head with a pack on hi s 
and the canoe on his shoulders. After the fao ___ ~. 
of Ontario woodsmen he had fastened the blades 
the paddles perpendicular to the middle thwart 
his leather tumpline, forming a yoke for the s~ 
which shared the balance of the canoe with the 
leather about his forehead. A curious sight, -
upside down canoe atop a torso with legs, bobb: 
into the hazels along the faint trail. Even h:
voice from under the hollow shell rang strange 
remote. One of us would have to double portage 
because I could not handle both the food pack, 
weighing over 100 pounds and the tent and clot r~ 
pack. I took the lighter load, adjusted the hE
and shoulder straps, and with a grunt heaved i~ 
a log where by stooping I could back into the 
The clumsiest and most difficult phase of ca 
was gGtting the load up on my back without bei ~ 
thrown either forwards or backwards. Somehow F
had no trouble. 

Leaving the river, the trail rose gr~~~ 
over mossy rocks and roots away from the bank
alders. For several hundred yards it wound t hr= 
spruce and balsam, so close that no sun shone 
their upper darkness. Underfoot the way was c_-
enough to allow a short, up and down gait in r~ 
with the load, upward heaving, downward sinking 
straining the leathers in a cadenced squeak, s_ 
water from my soaking shoe as the overladen fo -
pressed the earth . Like a metronome the pack ~~-__ ~ 
a beat which the wise packer heeded. Lo a d down. 
foot down, load up, foot up. The ri sing and f~-_-~~ 
pressure on shoulders and forehead eased the t e 
and one learned to keep tune with the natural ~~ 
of the pack, like branches in the wind. A fas~ 
was most comfortable, one just short of a jog. 

Man and burden harmonized in union whe~ 
load was right, the body fresh, and the trail k"' 
but on that first day harmony yielded rapidly t 
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dissonance . In no time at all the pack doubled its 
weight, gripping shoulders and neck in an aching 
v ise. Roots popped up and laughed at my stumble. 
Only a lunge and wrench of every muscle saved the 
stumble from a disastrous fall . The extra effort 
left me powerless for a moment, gasping and dripping 
with sweat . Stop for breath and strength, and 
within seconds the dead weight grabbed my shoulders, 
s queezing harder with each flick of time. Walk then 
to ease the drilling weight pain. I moved on . 

A half mile along the trail a three foot 
stump seduced me to rest. Gingerly I backed into 
its embrace until it solidly held the pack . Out of 
the harness I at once felt lighter than air, a 
child's balloon floating up and up . Not even the 
drug children could know delight such as this. All 
too soon, down again to earth rubbing a sore shoulder 
and stretching a stiff neck. 

" Good lord, no, " I groaned at the sight 
ahead . I had chosen to stop where the trail dis
appeared up a steep slope, mercifully camouflaged 
by trees . How could I? but Pete and canoe had gone 
up . I was shamed into action . 

Fatigue was my savior on that hill . I 
simply let conditioned reflex take command over 
r a tional thought. Sensation rema ined but without the 
p a in of thinking, of deCiding, of emoting . Success
ful beasts of burden avoid the poison of thought 
and of such fellow travelers as imagination , fear, 
and hope. Freed of the mind, the stodid body can 
ab~orb punishment without self p i ty. With that 
clImb I became blood brother to heavers of stone on 
the ancient Pyramids and on the Great Wall of China . 
Together we hauled on our backs our monuments of 
immor~a~ity, they their granite wonders, I my self
sustaInIng load of freedom , the simple needs of food 
clothing, and shelter, the illUSion of total indepen~ 
dence, held together by my own sweat and muscle . 

r struggled where generations of trappers 
'-.-~ .:' ~ , ""'",~<'l v uaRsed swearing the same oaths and 
Sevei"'a1: -' -clfues ~" i~-sl- +' tho Po"> m"" Flr>n I. ,.., . Du-b lo:n~cr. 

least falling uphiifP;~s ;~l~limiti~;~ KF;;~ t~: 
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blur above came the remote voice of St. Peter of 
Ontario, "Cheer up, sinner, you ' re almost in Rea-
and you've made it all on your own. " 

Heaven, it was, a rock bound bay of a c~ 
lake, worthy of Longfellow ' s ecstasy, and there 
endedeth the first day in fitful slumber midst 
visions of saints endlessly toiling their way u~ 
the etern~l mount with all of life on their bac~~ 

Early explorers of North America were 
appalled by the insect population, absolute tyra
of many areas in warm weather . Over the years, -
swamps were drained and land plowed, the plague 
eased, but up north the black fly and mosquito ~ 
join in unholy reign to prey on human flesh, t h= 
fly by day, the mosquito by night . Once the l ea -
are out, Cl bit of sun launches the tiny fly on a 
six week career of riotous living, a libertine 
poison and silent sabotage . Small as a gnat an 
almost noiseless in flight, the little devil de:~:~~~ 
in raising mighty lumps in obscure regions such -
the nape of the neck and behind the ear . Tender 
victims from civilizat i on are told to hide behi 
gauze nets that cover face and neck . So I trie 
one. Not only was it hot, but it caught and t o_
on every passing twig. Within a half hour more 
black flies were trapped inside my net than on - -
outside. Fly dope, whether rancid grease or 612 
became my saVior, f r equent globs on ears and f a_
and neck and wrists, an odorifer ous curtain aga: -
the barbarians . 

The mosquitoes, they flirted by day a -
ravaged by night . A lovely t hing in the sunlig~
the mosquito , hovering, sweeping, sliding towar -::: 
juicy target and~ay from angry hand, never jer:
like the boorish flies , graceful in attack, a t _ -
dancer on landing , delicate Sheraton legs on a -
of a trunk, a little fleck of grace which, wise~
now tell us, embodies a packet of evils-- malaria. 
yellow fever, dengue, and the common cold no do~ 
But these evils belong not to this lithe creat 
As solicitous messenger he merely carries taint e= 
blood from one ugly human to another . 

The first days out I swatted clumsily a~ 
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darlings singing in my ears. Like a horse in pasture, 
I jerked my head, hunched shoulders, rubbed against 
leaves bent on destroying the pests . What right 
they to frazzle my wilderness jaunt? Buzzards they 
were, circling to dine on my carrion flesh the moment 
my guard waD down. Instp.ad of man reborn, here I 
was, a spot of dirty decay for wild scavengers. 
Maddening to feel a noble voyage being fragmented 
into petty torments. Nothing like this in New York . 

"Pete" I begged "what can I do about these 
damned bugs? " 

"Do?" he shrugged, "do nothing. " And that's 
how he handled them. He ignored them. They hovered 
and hummed around him and he paid no attention, no 
more than to brush on the trail. Just part of the 
scene. 

Poor me . I found my peace on the water, 
well away from shore . No mosquitoes out there, 
making me dread even more the onslaught of welcome 
on landing. I kept slopping 612 on all exposed 
skin, marrinating myself in oil and dirt until repul
sive to insect and man. Pete relied on his own 
odors a ided by tobacco. He said his meat was too 
sour f or the ravenous sprites, but I served city 
caviar, and they never tired of it. 

At night time, mercifully short in summer 
at that latitude, the seige was carried in fury. 
Hordes of singing mosquitoes clogged the airlanes . 
Sitting by the fire was disaster for me. Ears, eyes, 
nose, no place private from their whining tickle. 
Demoralized, I scurried to the security of our tent, 
crouching behind the tenuous protection of mosquito 
netting, our great wall against the mongol swarm. 
Nights in the north are lonely quiet without the 
jungle noises of the Ohio Valley, the chatter of 
tree toads, the chant of locusts. But in that tGnt 
submerged in June darkness I was lulled to sleep by 
the monotony of the quavering whine beyond the netting 
l ~kc the distant roar of traffic hovering over a 
c 1t~ ~ed. Gl oop £~tful a nd unoRrtain. On alert for 
the inevitable high, intimate hum coming in waves 
close to my ear. The feathery tickle of contact. 
Phe groggy slap againBt my own cheek. Futile des-
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peration. Again the near hum, closer, louder. 
awake now; new s trategy, let h im light and sinK 
sword . Now, now a quick swat at the point of --=--~ 
must have gotten him, but no feel of squashed 
Again the returning hum. Nothing to do but sw~
on the flashlight and hunt them down against ~= 
tent sides, those impudent few who came in wi~~ 
At length, exhausted, defeated, I draped a loos= 
shirt over my head and slept. 

After a few days, mirabile dictu, the 
quitos were no longer alien foe . This was the~ 
country and I the, intruder. Their near-ear wh': 
turned to frienQly whIsper, £0£ they at leaHt 
faithful companions in distant bush and lonely 
Their sting was love, not anger . Scratching t~= 
welt of love the morning after, sheer pleasure 
sensuous delight that never dulled. If scrat~-,~~, 
changed itch to sore, s imply shift to a n eglec 
bite and savor the surge of bone deep gratifica 
that sweetened the whole self . Dogs know such 
happiness. 

But alas, all love palls . As the day~ 
by, the sting of the mosquitoe s lost its d eli c~ 
sweetnc ss, and I hardly noticed. rerhaps they ~ 
me unappetizing and stopped caring. They fade: 
the landscape as I did, part of the leaves and 
branches and wind. They didn't bother me, and = 
didn't bother them. We forgot ona another . 

One morning we ran into a headwind, s 
enough to delight small boat sailors but a cur~= 
to timid canoes. Travelers along the northern 
ways have been "wind bound" for days on end, ".,.~
in lake side camps for passable waves. The t w_ 
canoe, which evolved from the demands of carry~ 
between swift rivers and small lakes, fares po 
among white caps and winds of more than twenty 
Our route lay across Long Lake, some four mil es 
wide but forty or so in length. So it was ei t r 
cross or wait. Pete thought we could make it. 
sky was clear, the wind steady, and we would be 
going directly into it, much safer than into a 
quartering sea . We at e lunch on shore , and of: 
shoved with the load slightly astern, bringing - ~ 
bow higher than usual . At a short strong s trok: 
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fairly rapid, our forward motion consisted of rhyth
mical surges punctuated by disheartening slowing, 
while our paddles shot forth for another solid bite 
in the uneven waves. My job in the bow was to dig 
in with each stroke while keeping a wary eye on the 
changing surface of the water. A downward lunge 
into an empty trough would jerk me and the canoe 
off balance. My mumbled apology would bring no 
reply from Pete, save a mighty thrust on the next 
stroke to correct the error. There was no time for 
looking back and no spare breath for talking. The 
force of his paddle told me all I needed to know. 
When I weakened, he strengthened, and when I pulled 
my share, our strokes merged into an even balanced 
surge as though from a single hand. Pete never 
changed sides and rarely his rhythm. Up our bow 
heaved on each rushing wave and down the far side, 
slapping and slicing through the rollers which 
hurried past, doffing their white caps, jumping with 
joy, spitting playfully at our forearms. In their 
tumbling froth they swallowed at once the paddle's 
proud swirl, the mark of the paddler's power, the 
sound of his strength. No gauge of success to reward 
the taut hurt of each stroke. 

During the first part of the travers e I 
exulted. My muscles had hardened. I knew Pete's 
timing and what he wanted of me (always much less 
t han his share). The spanking waves and windof that 
afternoon added zest to what had become routine 
travel. The canoe pushed through the waters impu
dently, powered by human will and muscle, grinning 
at the hazards of mother nature. She didn't notice 
us, but I took pleasure in fancying that this was 
a game, which we, though the underdog, were winning 
by grit and skill. 

We shoved our way towards the heart of the 
lake directly into the strong head wind. It held 
steady without slackening, in a most unsporting and 
inhuman manner. The wind and the waves and the 
sunlight merged into a single element, in which we 
in our toy canoe were suspended as on a string, 
making automatin paddle mo tions, wound up with a key. 
A n y "pT'(""")gr...,ss? Who could tell? The waves went by 
and more kept coming, an endless moving belt of water. 
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Were we moving ahead, backwards, or standing E 
I wondered. Time, man's companion and pace 
slipped away, leaving for markers only the 
of our heart beat and paddles, like the tick· ... , 
a vast clock through an endless horizon. No 
for conscious thought , only synchronous pulsa 
My conscious self wandered away to a room in 
York, to a family dinner, to a boyhood escapa" : 
flitting blurred image s in no way related to -
Lake in northern Ontario. 

The wandering self was at last calle ' 
by faint calls from a beleagured body. The n~ __ 

motor in the toy canoe was running down, if j 
by the bow paddler. Muscles which had moved ' 
noticed now began to groan , and a strong stro~ 
hurt. Conscious effort took over to urge on ~ -
protesting flesh. Instinct helped, instinct ~ 
the shape of fear, first gray , hovering , indi 
changing surely into a red fire behind my 
the hot breath of will to survive. No longer ~ 
with rules and time-outs. No referee and no _ 
juot the two of us, a pair of ants struggling -
a puddle. Turning back against tho se seas wo '- ' 
swamp the canoe. Going on was safer. We kep
paddling. Under the whip of will and fright r:
muscles changed from dull fatigue to an ache ~ 
each contraction. The ache grew into a burning 
doted on the few seconds of relief between st 
If only a minute of rest, but that couldn 't be 
right, just one stItke . Why not? No one caul' 
my missing just one time. Just one, just one , 
I kept going , less forceful , snatching crumbs := 
relief by invisible cheating. I kept going, 
because no one would mind. Pride joined the 
masters, will and fright, and lashed me wi thou
compassion. 

Experienced athletes look to that s 
ally, the second wind. Elusive, often fickle, 
shows up unannounced, hopefully in time to save 
day. Physiologists mi ght explain second wind ~ 
terms of circulating hormones and blood flow, . 
to coaches it's a matter of training and guts . 
me in that swirl of wind and water it was ligh: 
anesthesia, a whiff of some pleasant gas, that 
allowed me to struggle on in a det ached way wi ~~:~~.; 
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pain, floating in a timeless state, as though mind 
had been separated from body. That blistered hand 
gripping the paddle, it belonged to me, but no more 
so than the plunging bow of the canoe or the water 
we had shipped. The windward shore, our goal, faded 
from mind. It was no longer part of the sensible 
things about me, the waves, the gunwhale, the seat. 
I simply kept lunging at the wa.ter because repetition 
required less conscious thought than a decision to 
stop or do something different. On and on, on and 
on, a ballet suite across a dream bright stage, 
without plot, without start, without end. Gone 
from this earth, spirited away to the eternal reaches 
of a shining Elysium. There, as hallowed myth, we 
paddle ever an endless sea, while generations watch. 

The waves grew smaller, and I became aware 
of shore not far off. At once the anesthetic trance 
was broken, and sensations flooded in. Every move
ment hurt. How could I possibly keep on paddling 
till we reached land? I maintained the motions but 
without strength or meaning, defeated, and useless 
now that we were almost safe. I should have felt 
humiliated but I didn't care. The bow scraped over 
shoreline rocks. Faint with nausea, I slumped in 
my seat, too weak and too stiff to hop out and pull 
up the canoe . Pete had to ge t his feet wet, wading 
onto land. 

Grinning, he yelped, "that was some paddle. 
You going to get out so we can unload?" 

"I feel terrible," I mumbled, my head in 
my hands. 

. "Me~ I feel great," he shouted . "My body 
~~ches and t~ngles, good allover. Yippie! Just 
l lke I'm in bed with a woman, only better." 

l ikes it ;u~r~:~~~. ~'So ~hat'~ why the damn fool 
r1ipPling hiD.musciei~~;=~~~~ ;~~~r: Te~~~brIed stallion , 
s ob, retch ~n the sand." ,~e ,poor 

Yes, the trip d d . 
and I parted, stronger ;n.e dW2thout inCident. 
eager t t rlen s than before and o repea the experience whenever chance 

Pete 
I 
offered. 
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And that was more than I could have said abou ' 
another Ph . D. dissertation . 

Thc question remains. Why, against a- _ 
the winds of history, does rational man seek _ 
spite in physical effort and hardship? I ' m n -
speaking of the psychological curiosity, t h e 
the ascetic, but of the ordinary guy who works 
days and pays hil::l debts, who now and then lii 
gaze beyond the fence. Where is the path to 
pleasure? Poets sing of love,-and artists f~~~_ 
beauty. Pleasure, the sages tell us, resides -
Sybaris, and the public drools a giddy assent. 

Yet strangely enough , no one speaks 
Sparta . Could it be that the pundits of plea~ 
have never been to Sparta? Never have be8n ~ 
never want to go. Spartans, it is true, have = 
little pleasure in writing. They have no time 
it and are weak in social talents . So how ca 
rest of us taste their joys? Unless we go our 
go and seek in Sparta, even if for just the 

John H. 




